
Week 3 Grade Prep 

Curriculum Link : Perform fundamental movement skills in different movement situations in 

indoor, outdoor and aquatic settings (VCHPEM080) 

Intention and focus : The students will focus creating different alternatives to assist practising their 

Fundamental motor skills of throwing and catching with emphasis on accuracy 

 

Warm up with two of the following new videos. 

These are so much fun. Take a video or photo of yourself completing the tasks 

1. Disney dance competition : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUSgKSgS4-E 

2. Jumunji fitness : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FokWfHsqOqc 

3. Fortnite Dancing : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MnpxQr3KXNw&t=9s 

Learning how to Tie Shoe Laces 

• What a great time to practice a simple skill. Tie your shoelaces 

• Watch this video and copy what on the video. There are a few more skills on the video but the 

one we can focus on is learning to tie your shoelaces. 

• I want you to practice this every day so when you come back to school, you can show me how 

good you are 

• Link : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehwqhHLJY5Y  

 

Activities to do at home 

So this is a lesson where we can make up a game or games to help you get fit, getting creative and of 

course practicing your skills. We did this last term but we need to do is actually show how you 

complete the task. For example ; making the plane is great but I want to see you throwing the plane 

and using your throwing skills 

I want you to watch each of these videos and I want you to pick out three activities to do 

Activities to choose from 

Make a paper plane… 

1. I want to see you make a paper plane…  

Here is the :link: http://youtube.com/watch?v=RrkwgpUUXe8 

Practice your overarm throw using a paper areoplane 

2. Throwing and catching with a pair of socks 

a. Video one : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DGufBsPFl24 

b. Video 2 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGWKdT60IHc&t=5s 

When you complete these activities there is a video below for you to use to practice your accuracy 

and target skills, “Can you land your objects on the towel.. like a landing strip in an airport” 

Eg : Paper Planes: can you throw it and make it land on the towel. 
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1. Towel fold accuracy activity : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u8vGrgxPvTs 

 

 

 

Revision and weekly fitness 

Activity 1 : Do these activities 

Skill Activity 1 Activity 2 

Run Run up and down the front or back yard 
for 1 minute. 
Do this 5 times 

Jog on the spot for 20-30 
seconds  
Do this 5 times 

Catch Practicing you birds nest, catch the ball 
or another object at least 10 times. 

Throw and catch with a 
family member OR 
Throw and catch off a wall 
Do 10 catches x 5 times 

Jump Do 5 sets of 10 frog jumps. Make sure 
you do all the way down 

See how long you can jump 
like a kangaroo for.  

Planking / Over 
the bridge/ Push 
up challenge 

Do an over the bridge and see how long 
you can do it for 

See if you can do a push up. 
Remember you can bend 
you knees or keep them 
straight. But you must just 
bend those elbows 

 

 

Activity 2 

Cool down Activity : Body Movements : Kids to choose one of the videos and follow the 

story for at least 10 minutes 

1. Mermaid cosmic yoga : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4MmczGBAjM8&t=84s 

2. Supermario yoga : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEIPSNXqIXA&t=11s 
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